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ActiveLog is a software debugging tool. It can be used to control external hardware such as timers, LCD
displays, switches and LEDs, etc. It can even be used for serial communication to control the hardware
remotely. This e-book uses a combination of ActiveLog and the xScope serial debugger to display traffic
on a pair of communication links. This book also covers X-Plane 11, X-Plane 11's software debugging
features, and how to add logic to X-Plane's flight guidance and control surface software. The only
prerequisites for this book are interest in programming and interest in using X-Plane 11. The author
wishes you success! Instructables Proxifier Pro is a powerful full-featured, Windows-based multi-protocol
network sniffer. It detects and intercepts not only TCP, but also SSL/TLS, UDP, SMB/CIFS, RDP, SNMP, and
ICMP packets. It supports IPv4 and IPv6 traffic capture and sorting, packet grouping, packet filtering, and
packet redirection. This power-packet-sniffer also does range-based data-capture and sort from/to any file
or IP address. You can capture and sort traffic from/to any file or IP address, and it can capture multiple
networks simultaneously. Proxifier Pro's plug-ins module allows you to write your own Network Analyzer or
Capture plug-ins, with your own custom capture capabilities. A powerful feature of Proxifier Pro is its
ability to share memory with other instances of Proxifier Pro. This mechanism allows a sniffer instance to
share memory with another Proxifier Pro instance, and allows both instances to operate simultaneously.
Proxifier Pro provides a number of useful features that make capturing, analyzing, and sharing data
easier, which include: Advanced memory pooling: Proxifier Pro can capture network traffic into memory
and let you analyze traffic in memory. NIC switching: Proxifier Pro supports NIC switching. This feature
allows you to select the network interface that captures data, or to dynamically switch between network
interfaces. Individual capture sessions: The capture session manager lets you control Proxifier Pro's
capture sessions. You can start and stop capture sessions at will. Live capture: Proxifier Pro can capture
and analyze live packets, so you can, for example, analyze network traffic happening on your network
right now. Interactive capture: If you are looking
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ActiveLog is a complete software tool that can be adapted to work with many software configurations.
Even if you're not planning to use a debugging tool any time soon, ActiveLog has a help to offer. Give
ActiveLog a try to see just how useful it can be for you! ActiveLog Features: • High quality and easy to use
tool, that you can easily integrate into your own development environment. • Works with most
commercial software and languages • Compatible with the latest windows/mac OS • Compatible with all
host platforms • Configurable for Windows and Linux/Unix • Output of logs into the standard Windows
Notepad with simple configuration • Adapt to different OS (IIS, Apache, Apache2, etc.) • Simple to learn,
starting from configuration • Accurate windows message output • Detect and show ActiveX components
(ASP/ASP.NET/CGI, ActiveX, Active Server Pages) • Robust and stable. • Integrated with many commercial
products • Automatically detect the location of the log file. • Can be used with every version of windows
and any version of Windows OS • Can be used with any Windows language (C, C++, Delphi, and Visual
C++) • View all logged information through a single interface. • Interface can be configured and modified
at any time. • Reporters can be added or removed from the display at any time. • Reporters can have any
number of output lines and formatting options • Can easily detect databases. • Can detect compiled
programs (assemblies), COM classes, hardware and drivers. • Can make use of Windows messages. • Can
indicate a list of applications and extensions that can be used for the Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel,
Powerpoint). • Can provide information about interfaces, classes, functions and methods. • You can
obtain information about the source code and line number where any error was generated. • Configurable
error message display. • Can detect and display all errors and warnings generated by scripts and
programs (especially ActiveScript), ASP or Visual Basic. • Can display the directory of any program: dll,
exe, ocx, script. • Can detect and display all errors and warnings generated by scripts and programs. •
Displays error/warning message on the same line where the error/warning was detected. • The software
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ActiveLog is a special type of log that is very useful for software debugging and trouble shooting. The
ActiveLog logging method works at the time the application is run. Thus, when the application is crashed
or run into errors, or when some events are never seen in the application, the logs are generated and
filled with all the information necessary for troubleshooting. ActiveLog does not need to interrupt the
ongoing application, unlike conventional debuggers that require the user to save the state of the
application first. With ActiveLog, users can remain fully focused on their applications while the logs are
being generated. Once the logs are generated, users can print and/or view the logs in any text or
graphical text editor. ActiveLog generates logs for exception messages, link errors and anything else that
shows up during the execution of the application. So no information or important events are missed when
the user is debugging the application. ActiveLog does not depend on how you wrote your application and
runs with any kind of application. ActiveLog is the only logging solution that does not require additional
files to be stored, written to a file or run. The logs can be viewed immediately after the application is
stopped or frozen. Features: ActiveLog can be easily used with any application written in any
programming language. As long as your application is capable of generating message(s) like those used
by ActiveLog, the application can be debugged with ActiveLog. However, ActiveLog does not require the
application to be written in any particular language, thus most applications can be easily debugged with
ActiveLog. ActiveLog enables the user to view the details of any exception, error or any other user defined
event. Thus, the logs are dynamic and are the only way to see exactly what happened when the
application was run. ActiveLog logs include the following information: - Exception messages - Link errors
and breakpoint information - Stack dumps, thread dumps and heap dump information - User defined
events and so much more. ActiveLog is extremely useful for debugging and trouble shooting. This tool is
very powerful and can be used in several ways. To Do: - File menu should be added - Help menu should
be added - ActiveLog should be added to the Help menu - ActiveLog should be added to the context menu
- ActiveLog should be added to the Settings menu - ActiveLog should be configured for individual
languages - ActiveLog should be configured for specific application debuggers - ActiveLog should be
optionally configurable for specific

What's New In ActiveLog?

ActiveLog is a tool written to remove the overhead from long running software debugging sessions. It is
written for the environment of.NET Windows application development using Visual Studio.NET. As the
name suggests ActiveLog is a logging tool -- it records software execution into a trace window. You can
view and manipulate the trace sessions using ActiveLog. ActiveLog provides several useful features
including automatic addition of project, assembly and class name's, filtering of trace output, searching for
and organizing trace sessions, versioning of trace sessions, session preview, session searching and
editing, session renaming, session recovering and editing, session serialization, session switching, session
serialization and backup/restore, a user specified projects, assembly and class database that is indexed
by project, class and assembly, the ability to recall a session (e.g. if your debugging session was
interrupted), the ability to record TraceListeners, a session/files compare (similar to the sessions compare
tool in the Visual Studio.NET development environment), and a 'Control' panel that lets you do just about
anything to a session. Besides recording your software sessions into files, ActiveLog also provides a Visual
Studio.NET component (ActiveLog.Debugger.dll) that can also record sessions and trace events to an
ActiveX Data Object database (see ActiveLog Reference for more information on the DAO database
format). ActiveLog is written in C# and C++ and is only dependent on the.NET Framework. See for more
info on ActiveLog. Features: - Logs all classes, projects, assemblies, methods and variables to files -
Automatic file inclusion - Use of either a text editor or a Trace Listener to modify log files - View logs, edit
logs and view log files - Rerun failed (or to be more specific: started but not finished) log sessions - Edit
failed sessions - Compare failed sessions - Show/hide trace events for a variable, class, or method - View
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Trace Events in a Trace Listener - View Trace Events in a Trace Listener in form of Variables, Classes, or
Methods - Automatically include all debug information into your session log - Automatically add all
projects to your session log, optionally without generating the project items dialog - Automatically add all
assemblies to your session log, optionally without generating the assembly items dialog - Optionally
exclude assemblies from the add assemblies dialog - Automatically add
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64bit Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual-Core Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD
graphics 4000 Hard Disk: 3 GB available space Recommended: OS: Windows 8 64bit Processor: 1.8 GHz
Quad-Core Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GT420 or AMD HD 7900 Hard Disk: 5 GB available space
Processor: 1.7
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